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Abstract
Molecular dynamics simulations are a powerful tool for modelling and predicting various material and surface properties. The main drawback, however, is
time-scaling as systems under consideration get larger, either requiring significant
computational resources or reducing the statistical significance of produced results.
Here I present a molecular dynamics package, SAFARI, which is specifically optimised
for low and hyperthermal energies and produces a statistically significant number of
trajectories to assist in the analysis of ion-surface scattering spectra.
SAFARI is optimised for low and hyperthermal energies, where the sequential
binary collision approximation (SBCA) does not produce precise results. The original
version of SAFARI[1] was also very heavily optimised under the assumptions that the
surfaces in study could be rectilinearly tiled perpendicular to the surface, and that the
repeating distance of such tiling was on the order of a few angstroms. This resulted in
the simulation being unusable for surfaces such as (111) faces which exhibit hexagonal
symmetries. The rewrite and further improvements[2] to SAFARI to account for these
limitations is the topic of this dissertation.
The primary focus of the re-implementation was to support simulating scattering at more arbitrary surfaces, including different surface orientations and surfaces
exhibiting large scale features. This required new algorithms for generating the surface for the scattering simulation. Also this required implementing new algorithms
ii

for identifying the nearby lattice sites for interaction, as the original algorithm did
not scale well to the new lattice sizes. The new lattice generation algorithm allows for
generating vicinal surfaces, which exhibit large step features. Support was also added
for providing arbitrary surfaces via external input files; this can be used to simulate
scattering off surfaces which cannot be generated using the built-in algorithm.
These improvements have allowed for the generation of larger simulated datasets
for comparison with experimental results, and potentially allow for streamlining some
of our experimental processes, where the simulations can be used to assist with sample alignment, which traditionally requires the use of a low energy electron diffraction
(LEED) apparatus.
I also present some experimental work towards scattering at Au(001), specifically a sample preparation method. Also included is an analysis of use of 3D printed
materials for use in ion optics, as well as an analysis of plasma generated by an
electron beam impact ionisation source.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation is arranged as follows: A discussion of the theory and algorithms behind SAFARI, followed by comparisons of the simulation to experimental
data. Next is a chapter on several other related recent experimental works, and finally followed by a summary and several appendices. References to specific lines in
the main input file refer to Listing A.1, which is a commented version of the SAFARI
input file. This is included for more easily referencing the lines, as the more compact
file.

1.1

Low and hyperthermal energy ion-surface interactions
.
Low and hyperthermal energy ion surface collisions are an area of active study

for a variety of industrial and scientific applications. Such applications include: Extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV) light sources[4], fusion reactors[5], ion drive
optics[6], and spacecraft outer surfaces[7]. In these applications, surface/ion inter1

actions erode the materials used, resulting in lower operating lifetimes of the devices.
Better understanding of the dynamics of low and hyperthermal energy ion collisions
can assist with the development of materials for use in these devices. In addition,
the scattering velocities associated with these energies place near-surface ions close to
the freezing distances for electron tunnelling processes, such as resonant and Auger
charge exchange. Therefore, an understanding and, ultimately, a tuning of the scattering dynamics can be utilised to explore surface electronics properties and effects.
In this energy range, the collisions can be accurately described via classical
mechanics, as the momenta involved are sufficiently high that the quantum mechanical effects of the trajectories are negligible. Higher energy ranges traditionally use
the sequential binary collision approximation (SBCA), where each interaction is a
momentum transfer between the incoming ion and a single atom in the surface. At
these lower energies, there is a larger contribution to the interaction from surrounding
atoms as well, which makes the SBCA unreliable.

1.2

Simulating ion-surface collisions
Molecular dynamics simulations are a powerful tool for modelling and pre-

dicting various material and surface properties. The main drawback, however, is the
time-scaling as systems under consideration get larger, either requiring significant
computational resources or reducing the statistical significance of produced results.
Here we present a molecular dynamics package which is specifically optimised for low
and hyperthermal energies and produces a statistically significant number of trajectories to assist in the analysis of ion-surface scattering spectra

2

Figure 1.1: The scattering geometry and coordinate system used in SAFARI. The
incoming beam and detector are co-planar, specified by the angle φ, and are aligned
at angles θbeam and θdetector with respect to the target surface normal (z-direction).

1.2.1

Ion scattering simulations
There are a variety of existing packages available for simulating ion-surface

interactions. These range from full molecular dynamics packages[8], to software which
mostly utilises the SBCA[9][10]. For higher energy scattering events, such as those
involving ions with kinetic energies above 10 keV or so, these SBCA based packages
produce reliable spectra.

1.2.2

SAFARI
SAFARI is a molecular dynamics simulation for assisting with the analysis of

low and hyperthermal energy ion spectra. SAFARI is optimised for low and hyperthermal energies, where the SBCA does not produce precise results. The original

3

version of SAFARI[1] was also very heavily optimised under the assumptions that the
surfaces in study could be rectilinearly tiled perpendicular to the surface, and that the
repeating distance of such tiling was on the order of a few angstroms. This resulted
in the simulation being unusable for surfaces such as (111) which exhibit hexagonal
symmetries. The rewrite and further improvements[2] to SAFARI to account for these
limitations is the topic of this thesis.
The primary focus of the re-implementation was to support simulating scattering at more arbitrary surfaces, including different surface orientations and surfaces
exhibiting large scale features. This required new algorithms for generating the surface for the scattering simulation. Also this required implementing new algorithms
for identifying the nearby lattice sites for interaction, as the original algorithm did
not scale well to the new lattice sizes. The new lattice generation algorithm allows for
generating vicinal surfaces, which exhibit large step features. Support was also added
for providing arbitrary surfaces via external input files, which can be used to simulate
scattering off surfaces which cannot be generated using the built-in algorithm.
Combining the support for larger lattices and the faster algorithm for locating
nearby lattice sites allows detailed comparisons of scattering at vicinal surfaces as
compared to the pristine flat surface. In our recent paper[2], an initial comparison
was presented on scattering at a specific vicinal of gold (111). We were able to show
that, despite the large-scale features of the spectra being similar, there were a few
distinct features which result from the steps on the vicinal surface. This presented
an opportunity to identify specific sections of the measured spectra, which occur at
certain locations of the step, and which can potentially allow for probing confined
electronic states along these steps.
Support was also added to account for electronic frictional effects, as well as
output modes for easier visualisation of the trajectories involved. This assists with
4

identifying where the trajectories interact with the surface, which allows studying
charge exchange with specific areas of the surface, by identifying sections of the spectra which correspond to specific lattice sites. The re-implementation also provided
an opportunity to include support for multi-threaded operation, which allows for
drastically increased simulation sizes.
These improvements have allowed for generating larger simulated datasets for
comparing with experimental results, and to allow for potentially streamlining some of
our experimental processes, where the simulations can be used to assist with sample
alignment, which traditionally requires the use of a low energy electron diffraction
(LEED) apparatus.

5

Chapter 2
Simulations - Theory
Low and hyperthermal energy ion scattering is a process where an incoming
ion undergoes a many-body interaction with a surface, and then leaves in a particular
direction. The energies considered in this work are sufficiently low that the majority
of exiting ions have only interacted with the very top surface layer, therefore allowing
for probing the quantum mechanics at, and above, the surface. Predictions of particle trajectories, however, is non-trivial in these cases, as the involved many-body
interaction changes as the particle travels through and around the surface, and as a
result, simulations are used for these predictions.
The following sections will discuss SAFARI[1][2], a classical scattering simulation which is used to predict the scattering spectra and identify particular trajectory
types in the ion-surface interaction.

2.1

Introduction to SAFARI
SAFARI is an ion-surface scattering simulation, which is optimised for low

and hyperthermal energies. SAFARI uses highly local molecular dynamics, where

6

the particles of interest only interact with a relatively low number of others. This
allows for greatly reducing the computational complexity of the simulation, thereby
reducing run-times.
SAFARI is a classical simulation. This is due to the momentum of the projectiles involved being sufficiently high that classical trajectories well describe their
motion. This does limit the lower energy bounds of the simulation, but those limits
are either in the thermal range, or in situations such as grazing incidences, which
mostly apply for neutral projectiles, i.e., not ions.
Quantity
Energy
Distance
Mass
Angles
Temperature
Time
Momentum
Velocity
Force

Units
eV
Å
AMU
Degrees
Kp
Å
√ AMU / eV
peV AMU
eV / AMU
eV / Å

Table 2.1: Units used in SAFARI, both internally and in the input files
SAFARI uses the system of units as shown in Table 2.1. These units were
chosen out of convenience, or general standards in literature. For single ions, the eV
is a convenient measure of energy per ion, and the AMU is a convenient mass. For the
lattice sizes under consideration, and the average atomic distances, the Å is a relevant
length scale. Degrees are used for simplicity of reading angles on experimental setups.
The remaining units are not directly measured.

7

2.2

Algorithms behind SAFARI
This section is organised as follows: A discussion of the various input files and

commands for SAFARI, followed by a description of the various algorithms used for
the simulation, and finally a discussion of the output files. More information about
the input files can be found in Appendix A, the output files in Appendix B, and
analysis scripts in Appendix C.

2.2.1

Input Files and Arguments
SAFARI is configured using a variety of input files, one primary file, and then

several optional files, depending on the settings in the primary one. The primary file
(referred to as the .input file) will determine whether the other files are needed. The
optional files are the externally provided potential tables (.pots) and the externally
provided lattice file (.crys_in). The units used in these files are listed in Table 2.1.
Several examples of these files can be found in Appendix A.
The .input file contains the primary configurations, and is arranged with
instructions in a specific order, with an assortment of instructions per line. Lines
beginning in #, or consisting entirely of whitespace are considered “comment lines”,
and are ignored. Values on a line are separated by whitespace. This file is used to
specify the initial beam parameters, such as initial energy, angle and species. It is
also used to specify the target location algorithm, as well as detector parameters. For
auto-generated surfaces, this file is used to specify the basis and face of the target, and
for external surfaces, it is used to make adjustments to the rotation of the provided
surface.
The externally provided potentials file (.pots) consists of tab-delimited tables
of forces and potentials. The format for each row is [A] [B] [V] [F], where A and
8

Argument
-i [inputfile]
-o [outputfile]
-t [temperaature]
-n [number]
-e [energy]
-p [filename]
-s
-x [value]
-y [value]
-r

Description
Sets the primary input file to [inputfile].input
Sets the file names for the output files
Overrides the target temperature
Overrides the trajectory number
Override of the initial energy
Enables using force tables from [filename].pots
Forces this run to be a single shot run
sets the x-coordinate target of the single shot run
sets the y-coordinate target of the single shot run
flags the single shot run to only output nearby sites

Table 2.2: Command line arguments for SAFARI.
B are the atomic symbols of the two atoms under consideration, and V and F are the
potential energy and forces between them. The order in which these lines occur in
the file corresponds to the rows in the force tables, where the first line would be index
1 in the table, and corresponds to a separation distance of r_min, where r_min is
defined in the .input file. SAFARI will generate a .pots file in the output directory
for the given lattice if none is provided. To produce a similar file, it can be done in a
standard spreadsheet application, by generating the required tables, and then pasting
them into an appropriately named text file.

2.2.2

Lattice and Lattice Generation
The lattice used in SAFARI consists of a collection of Site objects, which

specify an atom at a particular location, with a particular momentum. These Sites
3

are arranged in Cells, where each Cell, is a 5x5x5 cube, with a volume of 125 Å ,
aligned with the global XYZ coordinate system. This is done so that the Cell for any
given location can be quickly looked up in a hash map, by converting the location to
an index of the position of the nearby cube. The current implementation results in a
maximum lattice radius of 512 nm. Each Cell then consists of an array of Sites. The
9

Cell size of 5x5x5 was chosen as it resulted in a minimal lookup time for nearby lattice
sites. If the cells are larger, there are more sites to check in each one. If the cells
are smaller, more cells require checking for sites. This cell size should be adjusted if
materials of drastically different atomic densities are considered.

2.2.2.1

Generating from provided basis

In the lattice section of the .input file, the lattice constants ax, ay, and az are
defined, as well as a normalized primitive cell. This primitive cell is specified such
that when tiled along x, y, and z, it will reproduce the correct unit cell for the +z
face. The format for the primitive cell is [x] [y] [z] [index], where x, y, z are the
normalized coordinates of the site, and index represents the atom at that site. These
atoms are specified by index in the next section of the input file.
The atoms are specified with 2 lines of information per atom:
1 [ Atomic Mass ] [ Atomic Number ] [ Atomic Symbol ]
2 [ kx ] [ ky ] [ kz ]

The first line is for defining the mass, number and symbol of the atom. The
second line defines spring constants for the given site. These spring constants are
used for lattice thermalization, as well as for the most basic of the lattice restoring
force types, which are discussed later.
The surface direction is specified on the surface direction line of the .input
file in the following format: [dir] [load-flag] [rotate-to], where [dir] is the
target surface direction. When using the internal surface generator ([load-flag] is
“f”), then [rotate-to] is ignored. To produce a surface, this primitive cell is tiled
into a large cube, and then rotated such that [direction] is pointing along +z,
and the cube is cut to present a flat surface. The size of the generated lattice in
primitive cells is also specified in the .input file. This cutting is done such that the
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algorithm which generates the top-most surface will remove entire primitive cells if
any of the atoms in the cell are above z=0. The bottom face is cut via a simple culling
of atoms below a specified minimum distance. This bottom surface cut is done to
reduce memory allocation, and to increase the performance of the used lookup maps.
Once the surface is generated, it is output to a .crys and .xyz file. The .crys
file is of the correct format for using as an externally provided surface, and the .xyz
is in the standard format for use with software such as VMD[11].

2.2.2.2

Generating from external file

To specify that the lattice is to use an external surface, [load-flag] must
be set to “t” on the surface direction line of the .input file. [direction] and
[rotate-to] will then specify the given and expected directions of the provided lattice. If these are both the same, no further processing is done after loading, otherwise
the provided surface will be rotated accordingly.
To load the lattice from an external file, the first step is to produce the
.crys_in file, which should be named the same as the .input file for this run. The
format for this file is lines of [X] [Y] [Z] [Atomic Number] [Mass], where X, Y
and Z are in Å, and mass in AMU. The atom at that site is looked up by the value
given for [Atomic Number].
After loading the external surface, and rotating to the desired direction, this
is also output the same format of .crys and .xyz files as in the built-in generation
mode.
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2.2.3

Surface Thermalization
The surface thermalization in SAFARI is treated as an isotropic, Gaussian

distribution in initial positions and momenta of the surface sites. For a non-zero
temperature, an average displacement and momentum is calculated as follows:

p

2E/ki
√
dpi = 2mE

dri =

Where E is the average kinetic energy associated with the given temperature,
m is the mass of the surface atom, and ki is the spring constant for the given direction.
For thermalizing a site in the lattice, two random numbers (r1 and r2 ) are chosen from
a uniform range of [0, 1). These are chosen from a seeded random number generator,
where the seed is a combination of a seed from the input file, the thermal seed of the
ion (usually just the ordinal of the ion in the set of runs), and the index of the site
in the lattice. This allows replicating the exact thermalization state of the lattice for
p
a later run. r1 is then set to −ln(r1 ).
The position and momentum of this particular site is then set to:
ri = r0 + dri r1 cos(2πr2 )
pi = p0 + dpi r1 sin(2πr2 )

2.2.4

Target Location Selection
SAFARI includes several different modes for selecting the locations on the

surface for scattering: Single Shot, Monte Carlo, Grid, Chain and Adaptive Grid. Of
these, the primary ones used are Single Shot, Monte Carlo and Adaptive Grid. With
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the exception of Single Shot, the rest of the modes all use an identical algorithm per
particle fired, and only differ in how the target location on the surface is selected. The
targeted area for the surface is defined in the .input file, an example of this is shown
on lines 119 and 122 of the commented input file in Appendix A. The simple case for
this will define a rectangular section of the surface. If the surface has non-rectangular
or non-axis-aligned symmetry, a surface mask is needed to limit the active area to the
correct geometry. An example such surface mask is presented in Listing 2.1, where
the first three numbers of each line represent the targeted area of the surface, and the
remaining 4 are the coordinates of the points on the rectangle for the rotated mask.
-1.82 0.036147 2.57 0 -1.82 0.75 2.57
0 0.036147 4.4 0 1.82 4.4 2.57

Listing 2.1: Rotated surface mask for Cu(110).
Single Shot mode will fire a single ion at the given target coordinates, and will
output an entire log of the trajectory. Two log files are produced for this, a .traj
file, which is a table of position, momentum and energy states of the ion itself, for
each timestep in the trajectory, and a .xyz file, which also includes the positions of
relevant lattice sites. These file outputs are the only difference between a trajectory
run in Single Shot and the rest of the modes.
Monte Carlo mode will randomly select a valid surface location, and then fire
the particle at that location. If temperature is not 0, each ion fired will see a different
thermalized surface.
Grid mode involves rastering the target coordinates across the surface in a
rectilinear grid. The bounds and step sizes for this grid are defined in the .input file.
This mode can be used to assist with determining an initial grid size for the Adaptive
Grid mode, which is discussed below.
Chain mode results in a line of trajectories starting at the given lower bound,
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and ending at the upper bound. The number of particles fired for this mode uses the
same option as the number of particles used in Monte Carlo mode.
Adaptive Grid mode starts by rastering a relatively coarse, fixed spacing grid
over the surface. This spacing is specified in the .input file as for the Grid mode.
For each fired particle which ends up in the detector (See Section 2.2.5.5), a finer grid
is produced around the impact point, and more particles are fired at the new grid.
This bifurcation occurs up to a number of times specified in the input file. If the
temperature is not 0, this is then repeated for a given number of thermal iterations,
where each ion fired during the grid iteration will see a surface with the same initial
thermalization state.

2.2.5

Trajectory Algorithm
Each trajectory run starts with an initial setup of the ion’s kinetic energy, as

well as initial momentum/position. The momentum is first set based on the specified
initial energy and incident angles of θ and φ. The x and y positions are then set such
that at z=0, the particle would be at the specified location, if there were no forces
acting, and the particle is positioned initially at z=z0. The value z0 is specified in the
.input file. If an image force is enabled, the z-momentum of the ion is then adjusted
accordingly. The ion is then passed to the main integrator for the trajectory run.

2.2.5.1

Finding nearest atoms to ion

For the first step of the trajectory run, the sites near the ion are collected and
sorted by distance, and if inter-lattice forces are enabled, each site has a similar list
of sites collected. This collection and sorting is only done afterwards if the ion or site
has moved sufficiently that the ordering of the start of the list might have changed.
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When this list is initially collected, the sites in the lattice have their positions adjusted
based on the thermalization state for this particular trajectory. If the site for that
cell had been interacted with by a previous ion, it will be reset to its initial location.

2.2.5.2

Error Checks and Thresholds

The ion is then checked to see if it is still in a valid state. The following are the
exit conditions checked: buried, off edge, stuck, froze or left, If this check
fails, the run is terminated.
As SAFARI is designed for surface scattering spectra, the simulation does not
focus on trajectories which get too deep into the surface. These trajectories tend
to not leave at appreciable energies, and generally do so in a random manner, not
conducive to analysing spectra. These are flagged as buried, and this distance can
be adjusted in the .input file.
Since the generated crystal is of finite size, there is a concern of boundary
conditions along the global x and y directions. As a result, any trajectory which gets
too close to these boundaries is terminated and flagged as off edge. If this occurs
a significant number of times in a run, the radius of the generated crystal should be
increased, which is done in the .input file.
There are cases where the ion can get stuck in the lattice. This is treated
as two different exit conditions, stuck and froze. stuck is triggered if the total
energy of the ion drops below a specified amount. This will generally indicate that the
ion is in a bound state in the lattice, and will not be detectable. froze is triggered
if the number of integration steps has exceeded a specified number. Both of these
conditions are defined in the .input file.
If the ion’s global z-coordinate has exceeded z0, then the ion is considered as
having left the lattice, this being the only “good” exit condition.
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There is an additional check for detecting if the ion has encountered an error in
the energy due to issues related to lattice particles entering or leaving the simulation,
the threshold for this can also be defined in the .input file.
2.2.5.3

Equations of Motion

At each integration step, the forces on the ion and lattice are calculated twice,
once for the current location to compute a predicted location, and once at the predicted location. This is used for a position based predictor-corrector algorithm. The
forces considered are, lattice-ion pair potentials, inter-lattice potentials, Image forces
on the ion, and electronic friction on the ion.
For each lattice site found within interaction distance of the ion, the pair
potentials are computed (via lookup table generated during loading of input files,
and linear interpolation). These forces are then applied to the ion-site pair. Both the
maximum distance and number of pairs considered are specified in the .input file.
The lattice sites then have their forces computed, with several options available: Einstein Springs, Lattice Springs and Pair Potentials. In the case of Einstein
Springs, the lattice sites are assumed to be connected to their original locations with
simple, Hooke’s law springs, and so no other sites are needed to be considered. For
Lattice Springs the potentials used are simple springs between the site and the nearest neighbours for the T=0, rest case of the lattice, and for Pair Potentials the same
consideration is done for each nearby lattice site as for the ion-lattice interactions.
For the initial pass, the predicted locations of the ion and lattice sites are then
computed, and for the second pass, the maximum integration error is computed. The
error in position is dri = 0.25dt2 (Ft,i − Fi )/m, where Ft,i is the force at the predicted
location, and F is the force at the current location, dr the error in position, m is the
mass of the particle, and dt the current time step. The maximum value for this is
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what is then used for adjusting the timestep.
If the error is sufficiently small for the run, the criteria of which depend on the
timestep adjustment, discussed in Section 2.2.5.4, the site’s position and momentum
are updated, where the position is set to the predicted location, corrected by dri ,
the momentum is set to the average momentum between the current and predicted
locations.

2.2.5.4

Time Step Adjustments

After the two force calculations are run, and the maximum position error is
calculated, the timestep for the integration is considered for updating. If there is no
positional error, the timestep is doubled, up to a set maximum, otherwise the timestep
is adjusted based on the computed error. A change in the timestep is computed as
(scale/error)exponent , where scale and exponent can be adjusted in the .input file,
the defaults being a scale of 10−6 Å, and exponent of 0.3. If the resulting change
reduces the timestep by more than a factor of 5, then the timestep is adjusted and the
force calculations are re-done for the new timestep, without updating the positions,
otherwise, the timestep is updated after the positional updates. This timestep can
be reduced down to a minimum specified in the .input file.
2.2.5.5

Logging Valid Hits

After the run has terminated for one of the various exit conditions, the ion
will be considered for logging. If logging errored particles is enabled in the .input
file, then the ion will be logged regardless of validity, however the energy will be set
to the associated error flag. The .dbug file has a key as to which energy corresponds
to which error flag. An additional error condition is checked for here; whether the
ion is trapped. This can occur if it left the surface, but without sufficient upwards
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momentum to overcome the image force, and will be deposited on the surface afterwards. If the ion has left the surface, is in the detector window, or is configured to
record regardless, then it will be logged to the .data file.

2.2.6

Output Files
SAFARI outputs the run information in a variety of text files. The main two

output files are the .data file and the .dbug file. If the -o argument is not present,
then these will be named, and in the same directory as the input files, otherwise they
will use the value passed in with -o. Several examples of these files can be found in
Appendix B.
The .dbug file will contain information about the configuration of the run, as
well as a summary of some general statistics for the error conditions. This is to be
used to determine if the lattice size or other error conditions needs to be adjusted,
as if a significant number are listed as froze, then it might merit an increase in
maximum integration steps, and if a significant number are listed as off edge, then
the size of the lattice should be increased. The .dbug file also includes a trimmed
copy of the input file used to start the run, as well as notifications of any overrides
via command line arguments.
The .data file is the primary output of detections for the run. This is a
tab-delimited file, with the first line being a header to indicate what each column
represents. The file format is as follows:
[X0] [Y0] [Zmin] [E] [THETA] [PHI] [ion index] [weight] [max near]
[min dist] [steps] [Max Error] [total time]
X0 and Y0 are the initial target locations for the ion (prior to image charge
corrections, etc), Zmin is the smallest value of Z for the ion during its trajectory.
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E, THETA and PHI are the final conditions of the ion, where E is the kinetic energy,
THETA and PHI are the outgoing angles (θdetector and φ in Figure 1.1). The rest
of the values are for use for replicating specific runs, or for debugging purposes, for
example, [steps] can be used to determine a good number for the maximum number
of integration steps for a particular input configuration.
Additional output files are the .pots and .crys files, which can be used for
externally provided surfaces, and for providing the potential tables for a later run.
There is also a .crys.xyz file generated. This is a standard .xyz file representation
of the lattice, for use in external visualizers.
During a single shot run, an additional two files are generated, a .traj file,
and a .xyz file. The .traj file contains the time, position, momentum and energy of
the ion at each timestep, as well as some additional information such as number of
lattice sites under consideration, and positional error from the integrator at that step.
This file is useful for plotting the specific trajectory of the ion, as well as determining
the effective number of “single impacts” for the trajectory. The .xyz file contains a
log of the positions and momenta of the ion and each lattice site considered. If the
-r argument is present, this will only include lattice site which are nearby the ion,
otherwise it will include the entire lattice. This restriction allows for smaller total
visualisations, as these files can get prohibitively large for a few thousand time steps.

2.2.7

Output File Analysis
There are three main analysis methods used on the .data file; generating

Intensity vs. Energy plots, Impact Parameter plots, and Energy vs. Theta plots. This
is done via an assortment of Python scripts for parsing the file, and then generating
the plots. The first step in this process is to define a detector window for the analysis.
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This window includes spatial bounds (defined by the two outgoing angles) and an
energy range (usually bounded by a specific minimum energy). Next the .data file
is read, and the lines are parsed for the energy, theta and phi coordinates of the
outgoing trajectory. If these fit within the window of the selected detector, then the
line is added to a list of detections. Once this list is populated, it is then processed to
generate the desired plot. A more thorough description of the various analysis scripts
used in the following sections can be found in Appendix C.

2.2.7.1

Intensity vs Energy plotting

For the intensity vs. energy plotting, the detector is assigned a particular
width for the reported energies, which represents the uncertainty in the reported energy of the detector. For each line in the list of detections, a Gaussian distribution is
generated centred on the energy for that line, with minimum and maximum bounds
being the lower and upper detector bounds. The width of this Gaussian is the detector width. All of the resulting Gaussian distributions are then summed and then
normalised to generate the plot. A text file containing the final table is produced,
along with information on the number of total Gaussian distributions summed. The
algorithm used for this is shown in Listing 2.2 and utilises numpy[12] for faster application of the function on the entire array of data. A sample such plot is shown in
Figure 2.1.
1 # Basic gaussian fitting function
2 def gaussian (x , a , sigma , mu ) :
3
dx = x - mu
4
dx2 = dx * dx
5
s2 = sigma * sigma
6
return a * np . exp ( - dx2 /(2* s2 ) )

Listing 2.2: Single Gaussian fit
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Figure 2.1: A sample Intensity vs Energy plot for 250 eV Na+ scattering at Au (001)
along h100i, with initial and final values of θ of 45°. It contains 1589 total detections.
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2.2.7.2

Impact Plot Analysis

Impact plots are generated using the same parameters as the intensity vs
energy plots, without a consideration of the energy width of the detector. A sample
such plot is shown in Figure 2.2. The impact plot is interactive, each point can be
clicked on to get the specific energy and location, and via double clicking or shift
clicking, various single shot runs can be done to replicate that particular point. This
will generate the .xyz for the trajectory, and then run a smoothing algorithm on the
file, to result in a consistent time step. VMD[11] will then be opened to display the
resulting trajectory.

2.2.7.3

Energy vs. Theta plotting

For the energy vs. theta plots, the detector window is usually widened to
include all values of theta under consideration. These plots are done by first splitting
the range of energies and angles into 1024 bins each, for a matrix of 10242 total bins,
and then integrating all detections into those bins. If there are no bins containing
at least 100 detections as a result, the bins are made twice as large on each axis.
This is repeated until there is a significant number of detections in a bin. This final
matrix is plotted as an image, as shown in Figure 2.3. This image can then be further
processed for generating intensity vs energy plots for each angle, for easier comparison
with specific sets of data.

2.2.8

Comparison between Adaptive Grid and Monte Carlo
The Monte Carlo and Adaptive Grid target selection algorithms are both

able to replicate the primary features in experimental scattering of Alkali metals
on Cu(001) surfaces, however they have differences in run-times and reliability repli-
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Figure 2.2: A sample Impact Plot that corresponds to the Intensity vs. Energy plot
in Figure 2.1. The cyan arrow indicates the direction of the incoming beam, and the
large green circles represent the locations of the atom in the lattice, the darker circles
are the topmost layer. The colour bar indicates the outgoing energy of the projectiles
in eV.
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Figure 2.3: A sample Energy vs. Theta Plot for 250 eV Na+ scattering at Au(001)
along h100i, with an incident θ of 45°. The title includes the number of detections,
as well as the final grid size for this matrix, for 313929 particles, in 512x512 bins. In
this case only 1 resizing of the bins was required, for a final bin count of 512.
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cating certain minor features.
To compare these two scattering modes, several similar simulations were run.
This was done to compare simulations with the same run-times, trajectory counts, and
detection counts. For these simulations, the surface was Au(001), and the projectiles
were Na+ , with an energy of 250 eV, incident at 45 degrees along the h100i direction,
and the surface temperature was set to 300 K. For this comparison, two Adaptive
Grid and Monte Carlo configurations were used. For all cases, the target detector was
a stripe of θ from 0° to 90°, and φ in the range of -15° to 15°. The maximum number
of integration steps was set to 4000, and the crystal size was set to 5x5 primitive cells.
Image charge effects were neglected, and the surface used the basic Einstein springs
for cohesion. A summary of the statistics for these runs can be found in Table 2.3.
Number
AG1 2.13 × 106
AG2 2.27 × 108
MC1 2.13 × 106
MC2 4.61 × 107
MC3 4.61 × 107

Runtime
4.11 × 103
3.80 × 105
5.73 × 103
1.12 × 105
8.37 × 104

buried
0.104
0.0948
0.2013
0.2012
0.1773

froze
0.0826
0.0755
0.1626
0.1624
0.1809

off edge
7.20 × 10−4
6.68 × 10−4
1.29 × 10−3
1.32 × 10−3
1.19 × 10−3

Hits
0.498
0.550
0.0230
0.0229
0.0227

Table 2.3: Summary of statistics for the sample runs. MC refers to the Monte Carlo
runs, and AG refers to the Adaptive Grid runs. Number is how many projectiles
were fired. Runtime is in CPU Seconds. buried, froze, off edge and Hits are in
fractions of the total Number of projectiles. Hits is how many were in the Detector.
In the first Adaptive Grid run (AG1 in Table 2.3), the initial grid was set to
a 100x100 grid, over the first unit cell of the surface, this was allowed to bifurcate
twice for each successful hit, and there were 100 thermal iterations. This run is
the “Adaptive Grid (100x100)” in Figure 2.4. The first Monte Carlo run (MC1 in
Table 2.3) was done with a similar number of projectiles. This run is the “Same #
Shot” in Figure 2.4. The second Monte Carlo run (MC2 in Table 2.3) was done to
result in a similar number of total detectable particles. This run is the “Same # Hit”
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in Figure 2.4. The second Adaptive Grid run (AG1 in Table 2.3), was done at a higher
initial grid resolution of 1000x1000. This run is the “Adaptive Grid (1000x1000)” in
Figure 2.4. Finally, a 0 K Monte Carlo run was done, using the same configuration
as MC2, this run is MC3 in Table 2.3, and is “0K” in Figure 2.4.
Comparing the first two runs, there is a noticeable difference between efficiencies of Adaptive Grid and Monte Carlo when it comes to getting particles into the
detector. For the same number of incident particles, the Adaptive Grid resulted in a
21 fold increase in detectable particles, and took about 70% of the time to do so. The
reduction in run-time is mostly due to the decreased number of particles flagged as
buried and froze, as these cases usually spend several thousand integration steps
with the particle rattling around inside the lattice, not really going anywhere.
Comparing the results of the second two runs to the first, as is done in Figure 2.4, shows that the simulations all agree on the primary spectral features, however
there is disagreement in the lower probability/energy trajectories from the Adaptive
Grid runs. Both Monte Carlo simulations result in the same behaviour, with the larger
one being generally less noisy in the lower probability areas. The finer Adaptive Grid
run does match some of the lower probability areas more closely to the Monte Carlo,
however still entirely misses the large low energy peak. Impact plot analysis of the
Monte Carlo runs indicates that these low energy trajectories are randomly positioned
on the surface, and are ones which rattle around in the surface before escaping at
very low energies in a somewhat random direction. Since Adaptive Grid works by focusing on areas of the surface which are correlated with higher chances of trajectories
resulting in a detection, it is unable to properly account for these randomly located
impacts. These randomly distributed, low energy impacts can be seen as the purple
areas in Figure 2.5.
Further analysis was done on this low energy structure, and it was compared
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Figure 2.4: Intensity vs Energy plots for 250 eV Na+ incident at θ = 45◦ scattering
at Au(001) along h100i, for a 15° wide detector positioned at θ = 45◦
across a range of outgoing angles, and this is shown in Figure 2.7. This shows a
similar distribution to that of sputtered particles [13], which indicates that these are
trajectories which have lost memory of their initial conditions, and further explains
why the Adaptive Grid was unable to properly replicate this structure.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of surface coverage of the larger a) Monte Carlo and b)
Adaptive Grid test runs. The clustering in the Adaptive Grid is due to the smaller
sampling for thermalization. The rightmost bar represents the energy (eV) used to
colour the impact points on the plot.
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between a 0 K a) Monte Carlo run and the b) Adaptive Grid
(1000x1000). The individual thermalization states can be seen in the Adaptive Grid
run from the clustering of structures similar to those in the 0 K run.. The rightmost
bar represents the energy (eV) used to colour the impact points on the plot.

Figure 2.7: Plots of the outgoing intensity of the low energy peak, with respect to
the outgoing angle, and the cosine of that angle.
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Chapter 3
Simulations - Data Comparisons
SAFARI has several parameters which generally need to be tuned based on the
specific surface under study. These parameters include the image charge depth and
cutoff distance, the effective detector energy width, and effective surface temperature.
The first two sections of this chapter discuss fitting of these parameters via comparison
to experimental data. The third section of this chapter then discusses the use of
externally provided surfaces for investigating effects such as surface relaxation.

3.1

Image Charge and Thermalization
SAFARI uses a relatively basic image charge consideration, which is a two

parameter function consisting of an image potential depth, and minimum distance
to the surface. To verify whether these effects were properly considered, the results
presented by DiRubio et al.[3] were reproduced. This update also allowed for using
their data to show temperature dependent effects on the spectra, which they were
unable to reproduce with the old model.
DiRubio et al.[3] scattered hyperthermal Na+ from Cu(001), with an incident
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between including an image charge effect vs. not including
one. The size of the points for the simulation peaks indicate the width of the peak.
The runs for a) and b) were done at 20.3 eV, 0 K, whereas c) was done at 123 K.
This experimental data was originally presented in DiRubio et al.[3].
angle of 45°, and the sample was cooled to between 121 K and 141 K. Figure 3.1(a) and
(b) show the results of comparing 0 K SAFARI runs with the data. The main parts
of the loops shown are not strongly temperature dependant, so the 0 K runs can be
used to adjust the image parameters. Figure 3.1(c) shows the results at 123 K, which
matches the temperature dependent behaviour at higher outgoing angles. In their
original paper, they were not able to replicate this temperature dependent behaviour
at higher angles.
The Simulation Peaks in Figure 3.1 were computed by applying the Gaussian
fitting routine outlined in the next section. Specifically the functions in Listings 3.1
and 2.2 were applied to the columns of data represented in the Energy vs. Theta plots
shown in Figure 3.1. This results in each column being treated as a separate Intensity
vs. Energy plot. The widths of the produced Gaussian distributions was used for the
size of the points in the plot. Not shown is the equivalent widths on the points from
the experimental data, which could be determined from the data presented in FIG.
7 from DiRubio et al.[3] and are similar to the computational results.
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Figure 3.2: A Gaussian fitting to the experimental data. In this case, the data is fit
to three Gaussians, on a linear background. Prior to this fitting, the experimental
data was corrected by a factor of 1/E due to the gain of the detector.

3.2

Peak width fitting and spectra
Once the image parameters have been determined via the energy vs. theta

plotting, then the intensity vs. energy plots can be used to replicate the spectra
from the experimental data. An example of this process is shown in Figure 3.4. In
this example, the experimental data was collected from a 254.6 eV beam of Na+ ,
incident on a Cu(001) surface, along h100i, at 45°. The surface in this case was at
a temperature of approximately 340 K, and the beam had a Gaussian profile with a
standard deviation of 2.0 eV.
The most convenient way to do this analysis is to first fit both the experi32

Figure 3.3: A Gaussian fitting to the simulated data. In this case, the data is fit to
three Gaussians, on a linear background.
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mental and simulated datasets to the expected number of approximately Gaussian
peaks. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the examples of these initial fits. In the case for the
experimental data, the data was first corrected by 1/E, as the sensitivity of the particular detector is proportional to the ion’s energy[14]. This fitting routine consists of
using scipy.signal[15] to generate an initial guess on the peak positions and widths,
followed by using scipy.optimize to produce the specific fits. The functions used
for these Gaussian fits is shown in Listing 3.1 and Listing 2.2. This fitting routine
allows for direct comparisons of the fit parameters as a standard of quality of fit.
1 # This function is a linear + any number of gaussians
2 def multiples (x , * params ) :
3
y = x * params [0] + params [1]
4
for i in range (2 , len ( params ) , 3) :
5
a = params [ i ]
6
sigma = params [ i +1]
7
mu = params [ i +2]
8
y = y + gaussian (x , a , sigma , mu )
9
return y

Listing 3.1: Multiple Gaussian fits with linear background
Figure 3.4 shows an example of this fitting routine. It compares the experimental data to two fits, one where the simulated detections were binned with a 2 eV
detection window, and the other with 5 eV. The experimental setup had a detection
window of 2.5 eV for this beam energy. The simulation uses a mono-energetic beam,
whereas the actual experiment has a beam with a Gaussian profile. This results in
requiring a larger binning of the simulated spectra to replicate the experimental peak
widths and heights.

3.3

Surface Relaxation
Surface relaxation is an effect where the spacing of the topmost layers of a

solid differ from the bulk spacing. This can affect trajectories which only interact
with these layers, as adjusting this spacing will change the effective potential felt
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Figure 3.4: Example of dependence of fit quality on the chosen energy resolution. The
data in this case was from a 256.4 eV beam, with a Gaussian profile with a standard
deviation of 2.0 eV.
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by the projectile. Various measurements and simulation of surface relaxation have
been done[16][17][18], however they differ greatly based on the technique used. This
presents an investigation in to an alternate way to measure this effect using low and
hyperthermal ion scattering.
The inclusion of support for loading of externally modified or generated surfaces allows for comparisons of surface relaxation effects. In this case, a non-relaxed
surface can be produced via the built-in surface generation, and then the .crys file
can be modified to produce the surface relaxation. More information about this file
can be found in Appendix A. To do this comparison, data from McEachern et al.[19]
was used. This paper considered scattering of Na+ at Cu(110) at a variety of incident
energies, as well as along two major lattice directions, h100i and h110i. This data
was also discussed by Goodstein et al.[20] as a validation of the Hartree-Fock based
lattice potentials. The experimental data presented in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 has been
corrected by the 1/E sensitivity factor of the detector as mentioned in the previous
section.
For this comparison, Monte Carlo runs of 107 projectiles were used for a variety
of surface relaxation approximations. The initial run used a non-relaxed Cu(110) surface produced by the built-in surface generation algorithm (relaxed 0 in Figures 3.5
and 3.6). Three relaxed surfaces were then prepared, using a variety of surface relaxation approximations. The first was a simple contraction of the surface layer only, by
0.095 angstroms, as mentioned in FIG 1. of Goodstein et al.[20]. The second relaxation model involved a contraction of the first surface layer by 9%, and an expansion
of the second layer by 3%[18], and the third model was a contraction of the first
surface layer by 5.3%, and an expansion of the second layer by 3.3%[16]. These three
are relaxed 1, relaxed 2 and relaxed 3 respectively in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Intensity
vs. Energy plots of these models were then compared to the experimental data to
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Figure 3.5: Comparisons for surface relaxation models for Na+ scattered at Cu(110)
along h110i.
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Figure 3.6: Comparisons for surface relaxation models for Na+ scattered at Cu(110)
along h100i.
examine features in the spectra which correspond to surface relaxation effects. The
plots in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 have been independently normalised, so the primary feature in each plot has the same size. A detailed analysis of the trajectories involved in
these plots was done by Goodstein et al.[20].
The primary features in the h110i scattering case shown in Figure 3.5 did
not significantly depend on the surface relaxation. This case is mostly dominated
by scattering at the topmost surface layer. There is a minor dependence for E/E0
of around 0.55-0.60, which is due to zig-zag like trajectories which do interact with
the second layer. Things differ in the h100i case however, as shown in Figure 3.6,
where there are more significant changes to the spectra for different relaxation models.
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For this incident direction, the primary peak at E/E0 of 0.53 is due to channelled
scattering events which primarily interact with the second layer. This is much more
sensitive to the surface relaxation than in the previous case. By comparing these
two figures, the differences between the various relaxation models can be seen. For
scattering along h110i, the feature related to the second layer, located between E/E0
of 0.5 and 0.6, best matches for the second or third relaxation model, more apparently
matching the third one.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Work
4.1

Scattering at Au(001)
Before scattering at a crystalline surface, that surface must first be cleaned,

and confirmed to be clean. This cleaning process is done via a combination of
Ar+ sputtering and high temperature annealing. Confirmation of a clean surface
is achieved via Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and additional confirmation of
crystallinity and orientation can be done via low energy electron diffraction (LEED).
The sample was a Au crystal cut with a (001) surface. It was a top-hat shape, with
the smaller cylinder 8mm in diameter, and the larger 10mm. The sample was 3mm
in thickness.

4.1.1

Initial Sample Analysis
Prior to using AES to confirm the cleanliness of the sample, the AES system

controller needed repairs. It had several operational amplifiers (opamps) fail during
the initial turning on of the device. After making the repairs, it was uncertain as to
whether the AES controller was fully functional, as the main way to test it would be
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Figure 4.1: First successful AES sweep of the Au(001) sample, showing a large C
peak (270 eV), an anomalous peak around 360 eV, and a small O feature (500 eV).
Incident electrons were 3 keV for this sweep.
to take spectra from a known sample, which we did not have mounted in the UHV
system.
Due to these adjustments, the AES system was not fully calibrated after the
scans, so the data shown is un-calibrated for detected electron energy. The peaks
were identified based on the shapes of the features, and the expected energy. The
specific peak locations also depended on specific sample position, as well as pressure
in the chamber.
The first successful AES sweep displayed a prominent C feature, and a very
small O signature, there was also a feature which would drift around between runs
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Figure 4.2: First successful gold AES signal. This is one part of the repeating runs,
the noise in these runs was nearly as large as the signal itself. Incident electrons were
5 keV for this sweep.
(the anomalous feature around 360 eV in Figure 4.1), which went away after cleaning.
At this position, there was also a very small gold signal visible (Figure 4.2),
however the intensity of it was much smaller than that of the C peaks, and it was
nearly obscured by the noise.

4.1.2

Cleaning the Sample
Now that the AES results were showing Au, the next step was to attempt to

clean off the C contamination. This was done by sputtering the sample with about
1 µA of Ar+ , for a few minutes. The first sputter cycle was 30 minutes of 800-1000 nA,
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with an ion energy of around 750 eV. The pressure in the chamber at this point was
on the order of 5 × 10−6 Torr.
After ending the sputter cycle, and waiting for the chamber pressure to drop
back to the previous baseline of 3 × 10−9 Torr, the sample was then returned to the
AES position, and another set of sweeps was run. The first set were done at 3 keV,
and the second at 5 keV. The 3 keV and 5 keV spectra were then compared to the
reference plots in the AES handbook [21], to confirm that they could be used for
determining relative surface abundance of C, Au, and any other contaminants. 5 keV
was determined to be a more appropriate energy for this particular sample, as the
sensitivity for gold was much higher, and the sensitivity for C was still sufficient.
This first sputtering cycle showed a great improvement in the quality of the
measured gold lines as shown in Figure 4.4. Further sputtering cycles were done
later, until the shape of the spectra stopped changing. These successive sputtering
cycles were done a few days later to first check for effects of surface contamination
if the sample was just left to sit with pressures in the low 10−9 Torr range. After
3 days, another AES sweep was done which showed very little increase in surface
contamination, this sweep can be seen in Figure 4.5.
A set of AES sweeps were done to start with, mostly to tune the sweep parameters, and to confirm that the sample was still showing similar behaviour to the last
set of sweeps. These confirmed that the sample was still in a similar state as before,
as can be seen by the similarity between Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. This served as
the baseline for further sputter cycles of the sample.
A further three sputter cycles were done, each approximately 10 minutes long.
The spectra produced after the final sputtering cycle can be seen in Figure 4.6, where
the prominent C peak is no longer distinguishable from the secondary electron peak.
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Figure 4.3: 3 keV sweep after the first sputter cycle. The large carbon peak can be
seen in the lower energy section of the plot, as well as a secondary electron peak, and
the gold lines can be seen in the higher energy region.
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Figure 4.4: 5 keV sweep after the first sputter cycle. The shaded region represents the
uncertainty in the intensity. The large carbon peak can be seen in the lower energy
section of the plot, as well as a secondary electron peak, and the gold lines can be
seen in the higher energy region.
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Figure 4.5: Another 5 keV sweep taken after the sample was sitting for 3 days after
the initial sputtering. The sweep settings had been further refined by this point and
the shaded region represents the uncertainty in the intensity. The relative sizes of
the C and Au lines were used to compute an estimated C coverage, which for this
particular measurement is about 30% C and 70% Au.
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Figure 4.6: The AES spectra after the 4th sputter cycle, showing only the remaining
secondary electron peak at low energies, and the distinct gold lines at higher energies,
sample is clean.
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4.2

3D-printed ion optics
Experiments were done on the suitability of 3D-printed devices for use as in-

vacuum ion optics. The conductive elements were produces from a conductive polylactic acid (PLA) filament, and the insulating parts from high impact polystyrene
(HIPS). The devices were printed by a Lulzbot TAZ 5 3D printer. This work is
presented in more details elsewhere[22].

4.2.1

Vacuum Compatibility Testing
To test for suitability in vacuum, the first step was to ensure that the devices

could be inserted into a vacuum system and not produce outgassing that renders
the vacuum inoperable. This was done by using a small testing chamber (MAT
Chamber). The MAT chamber had a base pressure of 1 × 10−7 Torr, and during
the tests, had a working pressure of around 5 × 10−7 Torr. Vacuum compatibility
was tested by inserting a sample into the chamber, and then allowing the system to
pump for 24 hours. The pressure after this time (P24h ) was then used to determine
suitability. For the HIPS mount, P24h ≈ 2 × 10−6 Torr, and for the PLA deflector
P24h ≈ 5 × 10−6 Torr. These pressures are in the ranges compatible with our
Colutron ion source, so these were used for the experiment.

4.2.2

Deflector Design
The ion deflector used was a simple single-plate design, where a conductive

plate was suspended near the ion beam. A voltage could be applied to this plate, to
deflect the ions passing nearby. This consisted of an insulating holder made of HIPS
and a conductive plate made of PLA. The electrical connection to the PLA plate was
provided through the notch in the back of the HIPS mount, which can be seen in
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Figure 4.7: Schematics showing (a) the HIPS mount and PLA deflector (dimensions
in mm) and (b) the setup of the deflector (green) and metallic capillary (blue), where
the deflector is aligned distances x and d from the capillary front and beam axis,
respectively. The 3.5 cm opening corresponds to the inner diameter of the conflat
six-way that housed the setup.
Figure 4.7.

4.2.3

Deflector Testing
The deflector was tested by first grounding the deflector and tuning a Rb+

beam through the capillary and into the F-cup. The voltage on the deflector was
then varied, and the current measured at the F-cup was recorded as a function of
deflector voltage. A basic kinematic analysis was done to determine expected cutoff
voltages for the deflector

Vdef lect =

4∆d
Einc
ql2

(4.1)

where Vdef lect is the voltage required to deflect an ion of charge state q and energy
Einc , by a distance of ∆d where the deflecting plate has a length of l. This basic
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Figure 4.8: F-cup current vs Deflector voltage for a range of beam energies. The vertical bars on the Voltage axis represent the expected cut-off voltage from a kinematic
analysis.
kinematic analysis gives a good estimate of the required voltage to deflect the beams,
however does not account for factors such as the physical shape of the beam, nor the
energy distribution of the beam.

4.3

Plasma box ion source
An attempt was made to design and build an ion source which could produce

ions from an arbitrary solid metal, via electron beam impact ionisation. This source
would have an electron beam enter from one direction, impact on the metal sample,
and the resulting plasma could then have the ions extracted for use in an ion beam.
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Figure 4.9: A render of the assembled plasma box, Aperture A is where the electron
beam enters, and Aperture B is for ion extraction or observation.

4.3.1

Box Design
The design consisted of a small cubical chamber, with 2 main apertures offset

by 90 degrees from each other. One of the apertures is for the entry of the electron
beam, and is directly opposite from the holder for the metal sample. The other
aperture is directly opposite from a plate inset into the side of the box, which can
have a differential voltage applied to it for ion extraction.

4.3.2

Box Testing
To confirm plasma production, the conductivity of the environment inside of

the box was tested. This was done using the automatic IV sweep mode of a Keithley
2400 Sourcemeter (KE2400). The IV sweep was done between the sample and the
extraction plate. With the electron beam off, the IV sweep only showed background
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Figure 4.10: The internals of the plasma box after removing the outer shell. This
displays the sample holder in the base (opposite from Aperture A in Figure 4.9), and
the extraction plate on the side (opposite from Aperture B in Figure 4.9).
noise, however when present, well defined plasma IV curves were obtained. These
showed that there was a well defined plasma produced in the box.
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Figure 4.11: IV curves for plasma in the box for a variety of incident electron beam
currents, but for the same incident electron energy of 4 keV
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Figure 4.12: The derivatives of the plots in Figure 4.11, showing that the inflection
point in the curves occurs at the same voltage for all incident electron beam currents.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Works
The previous chapters have described the re-implementation of SAFARI, including the various changes to its capabilities. This chapter will provide a summary
of the main points from this discussion, as well as some possibilities for future experiments which can be done utilising the updated version of SAFARI.

5.1

Summary
In Chapter 2, we discussed the algorithms behind SAFARI, as well as the

various updates and improvements done in the re-implementation. Chapter 3 then
presented several simulation-data comparisons, to demonstrate the effectiveness of
SAFARI, as well as some of the new capabilities in the new version. Following that,
Chapter 4 described some experimental work done and the attempts to prepare a
Au(001) sample for scattering, which was obstructed by large-scale general failures
in the beamline.
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5.2

Future Works

5.2.1

SAFARI Improvements
SAFARI still has room for improvements. The re-implementation was designed

such that it can be more easily extended, without adversely affecting run-times. Areas
to improve on include: improving run-times and analysis scripts for sputtered particle
output; improvements for heavy-projectile cases; more work on analysis scripts for
azimuthal sample alignment confirmation.

5.2.1.1

Heavy projectile scattering and surface sputtering

Heavy projectile scattering and surface sputtering both rely more heavily on
larger-scale molecular dynamics effects than normally needed by SAFARI. This results in significantly higher computational times, however the re-implementation of
SAFARI is designed to allow for easier modifications to assist with this. To modify
SAFARI for lower runtimes for these systems, an additional module could be added
during the trajectory integration routine. This could then offload the force calculations to a more parallelized system than SAFARI currently uses. This is not done
for the normal trajectories as the overhead from such handoff is comparable to the
existing runtimes.
These changes would then allow analysing spectra and surface damage from
systems where the incident ions are higher mass than the surface under study. This
is of significant interest in systems such as EUV lithography systems[4], where the Sn
ions are heavier than the Mo and Si used in the surrounding optical elements[23][24].
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5.2.2

Experiments
The updates to SAFARI now allow for simulating scattering at a larger variety

of surfaces from before.

5.2.2.1

Charge Exchange effects

Surfaces of interest include Au(111) vicinals, which have been shown to demonstrate interesting electronic properties[25]. Scattering at these surfaces have been
done on nanoclusters by others[26][27][28], however we may be able to provide additional investigations on single-crystal surfaces, which are not affected by substrate
effects, which occur in nanocluster based systems[29].

5.2.2.2

Electronic Friction effects

The new implicit support for electronic frictional effects allows for potentially
using SAFARI to assist with analysing data for measuring the interaction cross-section
for the ions and the free electrons in the solid. Experiments can be done on scattering
along a variety of incident azimuthal angles, where different path-lengths exist for
trajectories of otherwise comparable paths.
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Appendices
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Appendix A

SAFARI Input Files

These files are generally whitespace separated. The location and name of
these files is specified via the -i argument, or is specified on the first line of a file
safari.input in the run directory.
The content of this appendix can also be located on the readthedocs page for
safari, which can be found at https://sea-safari.readthedocs.io

A.1

Main Input File
The fields in the input file are whitespace separated, with the input lines being

read in a specific order. Lines beginning with a #, or entirely consisting of whitespace
are ignored for the purposes of the indexed order while reading.
Boolean values are specified via t for true, and anything else for false, usually
a f is used in this case. Floating point values use atof, so any input valid for that
format is accepted. Integer values use atoi.

A.1.1

Commented Input File
Here is a sample input file for SAFARI, it is an extended one including com-

ments.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

This is a sample input file for Sea - Safari .
Lines starting with # are comment lines , otherwise
All lines must follow the order found here ,
blank lines are ignored also .

#
#
#
#
#
#

Units used :

For boolean flags :
t : true
f : false ( or anything not t )

Distances are in Angstroms , unless specified otherwise .
Masses are in AMU
Energies are in eV
Angles are in Degrees
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

# Times are in Angstrom * sqrt ( AMU / eV )
# Beam Parameters :
# E0 , Theta0 , Phi0 , atomic mass , atomic symbol
#
250.0 45.0 0.00 22.989 Na
# Most of these are currently unused at present
# EMIN , EMAX , ERES , ARES
#
# EMIN - anything below this will not count as a hit in the
detector
# ERES - if not 0 , will " thermalize " the ion as well ( not
currently implememnted )
# EMAX - unused
# ARES - unused
#
0.5 250 2.5 0.5
# Detector Type and optional cull flag
# < type > < cull flag | optional >
#
#
If < type > is not 0 , then only trajectories within phi of
10
#
if PHI0 will be added to the data file , this trims out
#
the trajectories which are out of bounds of the detector .
#
#
if < cull flag > is f , then trajectories which fail will not
#
be included in the data file , they will only be included
#
in the final error counts in the debug output file .
#
1 f

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46 # Detector parameters , the number of these depends on Detector
Type
47 #
48 # Currently , only 1 detector is implemented , it takes the
arugments
49 # in the following order :
50 #
51 # Detector Theta , Theta size , Phi size
52 #
53 45.0 45.0 10.0
54
55 # Integration Parameters
56 # time steps
57 #
58 1e -08 10.0
59 #
60 # Error parameters
61 #
62 0.3 0.0 1e -06
63
64 # max number of atoms to interact with
65 #
66 12
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67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

# this one should always be true .
# This is whether the surface recoils on impact .
#
t
# Initial Z for the ions , this is also when it leaves
#
5.0
# Number of allowed integration steps before failing .
#
4000
# These are search related , max distances and table steps
#
# for r :
#
10.0 0.002
#
# for z : ( not yet implemented )
#
0.0 0.0003
# These are more search and failure conditions .
# max distance to search , threshold for failing due to energy
change
# Max distance is in " cells " , each of which is roughly 5
angstroms across
#
# The energy change error for each hit is listed in the data
file , this
# can be used to determine a good value for this second
parameter
#
2 5

97
98
99
100 # This is how many runs to do for Montecarlo or Chainscat
modes .
101 # If this is 1 , it will run a single shot run at x : min y : min .
102 #
103 # In adaptive grid mode , this number is how many thermal
iterations
104 # are run , this is only applied if the temperature is not 0
105 #
106 100000
107
108 # Range of the crystal to scatter off
109 # Montecarlo mode ignores the step , and chainscat
110 # will run from xmin , ymin to xmax , ymax , with the above
111 # number of trajectories .
112 #
113 # Any values after this , will be applied as a mask for the
surface
114 # These values should be the coordinates of the corners of a
polygon
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115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

#
#
#
#
0
#
#
0

In a closed order for that polygon .
x :( min , step , max ) ( Optional polygon )
0.1 4.0786
y :( min , step , max ) ( Optional polygon )
0.1 4.0786

# These flags control the mode of operation ( unless single
shot mode )
# SCAT_FLAG of 666 means we are doing normal scattering ,
anything else
# is a debug flag for running tests .
#
# SCAT_FLAG values :
#
555 - Run performance test on cached values vs computed
ones
#
666 - Run normal scattering routine , defined by SCAT_TYPE /
number
#
777 - Run tests of lattice copying speeds .
#
888 - Run tests of reliablity of RNG
#
999 - Test whether the space mask is working correctly .
#
# SCAT_TYPE values :
#
666 - Montecarlo - N Random shots in the range
#
777 - Grid Scat - Shots in a grid , with the given steps
#
888 - Chainscat - N shots in a line from min to max
# <100 - Adaptive Grid , with this value being the max depth
# SCAT_FLAG , SCAT_TYPE
#
666 666
# These are the number of unit cells to generate for the
crystal .
# These are also used to cull trajectories which leave the
crystal
# The bounds of the crystal are these values multiplied by AX
and AY
#
# RAX , RAY
#
5.0 5.0

148
149
150
151
152
153 # These parameters are for the radial ion - atom potentials
154 # The first number is how many parameters there are ,
155 # The second is the type of potential , currently only 1 is
implemented .
156 #
157 #
1 - double exponential function - has 4 parameters per
lattice atom type .
158 #
this is of form : a * exp ( - b * r ) + c * exp ( - d * r )
159 #
where a , b , c , d are the 4 parameters per lattice atom
160 #
161 #
[ a ] = eV
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162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

#
[ b ] = 1/ Angstrom
#
[ c ] = eV
#
[ d ] = 1/ Angstrom
#
# The third parameter is the type of inter - lattice forces to
use
#
#
0 - default if not present , use einstien springs
#
1 - Use springs between nearest neighbours
#
2 - Use lennard Jones , in this case ,
#
needs additional parameters after
#
the 4 parameters below
#
4 1 0
# The parameters for the potentials
#
# If the interlattice force option is 2 , there then needed
# to be additional lennard jones parameters added after these
#
4153.6 3.625 27017.57 7.286
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
2

These parameters are for the image charge .
The first is how many parameters , the second is the type .
Only image potential types 0 and 1 are implemented
0 - Entry / Exit only image , only has 2 parameters :
1: z_min , potential is constant v_min below this .
2: v_min , this is the minimum value for the potential
1 - Flat image potential , only has 2 parameters :
1: z_min , potential is constant v_min below this .
2: v_min , this is the minimum value for the potential
0

# The parameters for the image potential
#
1.26 2.0
#
#
#
#

These are parameters for temperature and randomization .
They are : Temperature , Seed , initial ion_index
Seed is used for both temperature and Montecarlo mode .
Initial Ion Index allows repeating runs done on thermalized
surfaces .

205 #
206 300.0 0.9436337324 1
207
208 # This is a flag that controls whether image charge effects
are included
209 #
210 f
211
212 # These control failure conditions for the code
213 # They are : Stuck Energy , Buried Distance
214 #
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215 # Stuck energy is the amount of total energy for the ion to be
considered
216 # bound to the surface , and not leaving .
217 # Buried Distance is the minimum distance below Z =0 before
failing
218 #
219 -1.5 8.1
220
221 # This section controls the lattice to scatter off .
222 # First is the basis to generate the lattice from .
223 #
224 # These 3 values are AX , AY , AZ , the lattice constants for the
basis .
225 #
226 4.0786 4.0786 4.0786
227
228 # This line is how many sites are in the basis
229 4
230 # Below are the above number of lines , each defining a basis
site .
231 # These are in the format : X , Y , Z , Type .
232 # Type corresponds to one of the atoms defined below , and X ,Y ,
Z are
233 # the coordinates of this site , to be scaled by AX , AY , AZ .
234 # these distances are unitless
235 #
236 1.0 1.0 1.0 1
237 1.0 0.5 0.5 1
238 0.5 1.0 0.5 1
239 0.5 0.5 1.0 1
240
241 # Here we define the atoms in the lattice .
242 # First we start with how many atoms there are .
243 #
244 1
245
246 # Next we have pairs of lines , containing the following
information :
247 # Atomic Mass , Atomic Number , Atomic Symbol
248 # Spring Constants ( kx , ky , kz )
249 #
250 196.967 79 Au
251 5.0 5.0 5.0
252
253 # These control inter - atomic forces
254 #
255 # Parameters :
256 #
257 # 1. Whether interatomic forces occur at all .
258 #
259 # 2. k factor for interatomic springs .
260 #
261 # 3. this is breaking condition for interatomic springs ,
262 #
if using einstien , this is value in eV for where they
break
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263 #
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293

for interatomic springs , this is scaled by 1/ r ^2 for the
initial
seperation of the lattice sites

#
#
# 4. Number of nearest neighbours to consider for interaction ,
#
This defaults to 1 if the argument is not present .
#
t 1.5 10 2
# This line defines the surface face of the crystal to
generate .
# The first three parameters are nessisary , they are the
# miller indecies of the surface face of the crystal .
# If the 4 th parameter is t , then an existing crystal will be
loaded .
# The existing crystal needs to be in a file with extension "
crys_in " , with
# the same name as the input file .
# the crystal loading is enabled , then 3 more parameters are
also needed .
# These are to define the surface face of the loaded crystal ,
to be used
# to rotate the crystal to the requested surface face .
#
0 0 1 f 1 1 1
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
0

The next line is frictional force coefficients .
Friction is modelled as | F | = av + bv ^2 ,
where v is the velocity of the ion , and the direction of F
is opposite to the direction of the velocity
[ a ] = sqrt ( eV * AMU ) * Angstrom ^2
[ b ] = AMU * Angstrom ^2
These are only checked if they are not both 0
0

Listing A.1: Main Input File
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A.1.2

Compact Input File
Several of these fields are bit-masks, the comments generally indicate what the

different options in the bit-mask result in.
Here is an equivalent input file to the above, however without the comments.
A similar input file is produced as the beginning of the .debug file.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

250.0 45.0 0.00 22.989 Na
0.5 250 2.5 0.5
1 f
45.0 45.0 10.0
1e -08 10.0
0.3 0.0 1e -06
12
t
5.0
2000
10.0 0.002
0.0 0.0003
2 5
1000
0 0.1 4.0786
0 0.1 4.0786
666 666
5.0 5.0
4 1 0
4153.6 3.625 27017.57 7.286
2 0
1.26 2.0
300.0 0.9436337324 1
f
-1.5 8.1
4.0786 4.0786 4.0786
4
1.0 1.0 1.0 1
1.0 0.5 0.5 1
0.5 1.0 0.5 1
0.5 0.5 1.0 1
1
196.967 79 Au
5.0 5.0 5.0
t 1.5 10 2
0 0 1 f 1 1 1
0 0

Listing A.2: Compact Input File
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A.2

External Potentials File
SAFARI calculates potentials and forces by linearly interpolating between val-

ues in pre-computed lookup tables. These tables range from r_step to r_max (see
line 85 of the commented input file). They start at r_step, as the potentials are not
well defined at 0 separation. The values of r_max and r_step should be chosen such
that the particles will never approach r_step as a separation distance (more information on this minimal separation is in the descriptions of the data files), and such
that a linear interpolation between points separated by r_step well fits the potential.
r_max should be chosen such that the potential at that distance is sufficiently close
to 0, 10Å is generally a good value for this.
It should be noted that the tables in the external potential file are assumed to
have the following ranges:
r = r_step -> r_max, where the first point is the value at r_step (generally
undefined at 0 anyway).
The values in the table are in the natural order, however no order is required
for the different tables.
Below are some examples of organisation in a .pots file
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Na
Na
Na
...
Na
Na
Cs
Cu
Cs
Cu
Cs
Cu
...
Cs
Cu
Cs
Cu

Au 30750.31988 208950.34829
Au 30335.34062 206035.86306
Au 29926.14885 203162.75772
several thousand omitted lines
Au 0.00000 0.00000
Au 0.00000 0.00000
Cu 2257.89007 23793.80587
Cu 2257.89007 23793.80587
Cu 2210.87590 23222.80460
Cu 2210.87590 23222.80460
Cu 2164.98923 22666.24121
Cu 2164.98923 22666.24121
several thousand omitted lines
Cu 0.00000 0.00000
Cu 0.00000 0.00000
Cu 0.00000 0.00000
Cu 0.00000 0.00000

Listing A.3: External Potential File
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In the above file, the ellipsis represents omitted rows to make this file more
compact for example purposes.
Here it demonstrates including multiple sets of potentials, each pairing of
atoms is treated as a separate table, so they can either be separated entirely, such
as the first block with Na Au, or they can be interlaced, as in the Cs Cu and Cu Cu
cases.

A.3

External Crystal File
Surfaces can be specified via an external .crys_in file, below the format for

that file will be discussed. A similar (.crys) is also produced as an output file. This
file will be loaded if the 4th parameter on line 281 of the commented input file sample
is t. In this case, it will assume that the provided crystal is oriented according to the
last three values on that same line, and will then rotate the crystal to the orientation
provided by the first three values. This allows loading in an externally provided
surface, and then orienting it to an arbitrary direction.
Each line in the .crys_in file specifies an atom at a location. The atom is
specified via atomic number and atomic mass, in the following order:
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[ X ] [ Y ] [ Z ] [ Atomic Number ] [ Mass ]
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000

0.000000
1.300000
-1.300000
2.600000
0.000000
-2.600000
3.900000
1.300000
-1.300000
-3.900000

0.000000 29 63.546000
-2.600000 29 63.546000
-2.600000 29 63.546000
-5.200000 29 63.546000
-5.200000 29 63.546000
-5.200000 29 63.546000
-7.800000 29 63.546000
-7.800000 29 63.546000
-7.800000 29 63.546000
-7.800000 29 63.546000

Listing A.4: External Crystal File
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Appendix B

SAFARI Output Files

These files are generally tab separated. The location and name of these files is
specified via the “-o“ argument, or is the same as for the input files if not specified.
For the purpose of readability, the tab characters in the below files have been replaced
with two spaces.
The content of this appendix can also be located on the readthedocs page for
safari, which can be found at https://sea-safari.readthedocs.io
Production of .spec and .data files can be controlled via using <type> on
line 44 of the main input file. This option is a bit-mask, with the following flags:
- 1 - Enable .data file output - 2 - Enable .spec file output
These can be combined to produce both files, where 3 will do this.

B.1

The .data file
This is the primary data output file, it will contain the final results of the

trajectories, though normally will only contain the detectable particles, this can be
adjusted via settings in the main input file.
1
2
3
4
5
6

X0 Y0 Zm E THETA PHI
2.558862 2.027624 0.856
0.908598 0.526922 0.780
2.400500 3.763921
-3.583
1.174906 2.147880
-2.809
1.164306 3.453702 0.439

ion index weight max_n
180.633 21.042
-3.093
213.365 50.721
-0.215
166.084 29.615
-2.379
18.778 17.251
-4.131
196.119 24.137
-4.210

min_r
80002
60003
64494
24671
24683

steps
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Max Error
12 0.910
12 1.068
12 1.051
12 0.947
12 1.081

total time
224 0.185 2.693
294 0.027 3.315
764 0.050 6.353
1209 0.372 15.367
394 0.038 3.423

Listing B.1: .data Output File
The columns in this file are as follows:
• X0 - the initial, target x coordinate for the run
• Y0 - the initial, target y coordinate for the run
• Zm - the minimum z-coordinate of the projectile during the run
• E - the final kinetic energy of the projectile
• THETA - the exit angle theta of the projectile
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• PHI - the exit angle phi of the projectile
• ion index - a unique index for this particular projectile
• weight - In adaptive grid mode, this is the grid depth, otherwise is just 1
• max_n - Maximum number of particles considered for interaction for this projectile
• min_r - Minimum distance between projectile and another particle
• steps - Total number of integration steps required, if these numbers are significantly less than the maximum number of steps, that value should probably be
reduced in the main input file
• Max Error - Maximum change in energy encountered by the projectile during
any timestep
• total time - Total trajectory time in SAFARI time units (See Table 2.1)

B.2

The .spec file
This file contains binned collections of the final detector positions of the various

particles detected. This file starts with a header describing the energy and angle
ranges contained in the file. It is then separated into blocks for each energy bin. For
each block, there is a table of number of detections per angular bin. Each table has a
header row and column with an approximate angle set for those bins, a more precise
angle can be obtained from the information in the header.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

-------------------------------------------------------SAFARI Spectra File , Ranges in this file are as follows :
Energy range : 0.50 to 250.00 eV
Theta range : 0.00 to 90.00 Degrees
Phi range : -15.00 to 15.00 Degrees
This file is split into blocks for each energy section
Each block contains a header row and column , which states
the theta and phi angles for those blocks respectively
Total Counts : 7800
Largest Bin : 5
(227.50 eV , Theta : 73.0 Degrees , Phi : 12.3 Degrees )
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15
16

--------------------------------------------------------

Listing B.2: .spec File Header
This header contains the various ranges involved, as well as the total number
of counts represented in the detector, as well as the bin containing the highest number
of detections.
The .spec file can be processed more easily for generating spectra than the
.data file, the size of this file also does not depend strongly on the number of trajectories simulated, so it can be used more easily for calibrating energies, angles, image
charges, etc. If .data file output is disabled, a run can be set which generates this
file for an arbitrarily long time, until there is a significant number of detections per
bin, without consuming in-feasibly large amounts of disk space.

B.3

The .sptr file
If the Inter-Lattice force bit-mask (See line 174 of the commented input file in

Appendix A) contains 16 or 32 (bit 4 or 5), then SAFARI will produce this file, which
contains the atoms which are considered to have been sputtered off the surface. This
also requires the run to be done in Monte Carlo mode.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

X0 Y0 Zm E THETA PHI
5.422050 1.807350 0.000
1.807350 1.807350 0.000
3.614700 0.000000 0.000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000
7.229400 0.000000 0.000
5.422050 5.422050 0.000
3.614700 3.614700 0.000
5.422050 3.614700
-1.807

ion index ion
1.069 88.375
2.189 15.694
0.508 78.522
8.899 38.506
0.023 74.856
1.581 81.854
0.957 24.905
2.110 27.856

err flag max_n min_r steps Max Error total time
0.574 60 0.000 0 2.121 5876 0.008 47.775
148.197 60 0.000 0 0.935 5876 0.008 47.775
2.583 0 -200.000 0 1.149 4637 0.048 36.343
-175.292 44 0.000 0 0.942 5771 0.007 46.643
6.367 64
-200.000 0 2.111 6040 0.078 45.892
89.198 24 0.000 0 1.967 6831 0.007 58.582
153.323 24 0.000 0 0.934 6831 0.007 58.582
82.301 24 0.000 0 1.356 6831 0.007 58.582

Listing B.3: .sptr Output File
This file is arranged similarly to the .data file, with a few differences, the
columns are discussed below:
The columns in this file are as follows:
• X0 - the 0 temperature x coordinate of the atom
• Y0 - the 0 temperature Y coordinate of the atom
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• Zm - the 0 temperature Z coordinate of the atom
• E - the final kinetic energy of the atom
• THETA - the exit angle theta of the atom
• PHI - the exit angle phi of the atom
• ion index - a unique index for the particular projectile which sputtered this
atom
• weight - The error flag associated with the projectile which sputtered this atom
• max_n - Maximum number of particles considered for interaction for this atom
• min_r - Minimum distance this atom got to another particle
• steps - Total number of integration steps for the projectile which sputtered
this atom
• Max Error - Maximum change in energy encountered by the projectile during
any timestep
• total time - Total trajectory time of the projectile in SAFARI time units (See
Table 2.1)

B.4

The .traj file
This file is produced if single shot mode is enabled (See Table 2.2). This file

is the primary output of single shot mode, and contains the state of the particle at
each timestep of the simulation, an example such file is presented in Listing B.4. The
units for this file are listed in Table 2.1. Figure B.1 presents a sample plot for a .traj
file, where the projectile strongly interacted with two lattice sites before leaving the
surface.
1 x y z px py pz t n T V E near dt
2 0.000000 0.000000 10.000000 0.000 0.000
3 0.000000 0.000000 9.931529 0.000
-0.000
0.000
4 ... Many omitted lines
5 0.000000 0.000000
-1.716291 0.000 0.000
6 0.000000 0.000000
-1.716692 0.000 0.000

dr_max
-438.140
-438.140
-2.566
-2.566

0.000000
0.010000
49.297234
49.307234

0
1
5999
6000

1500.000
1500.000
0.051
0.051

Listing B.4: .traj Output File
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0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1500.000
1500.000
0.051
0.051

10
10

0 0.100000 0.000
10 0.010000
0.010000
0.010000

0.000
0.000

• x y z - Position of the projectile
• px py pz - Momentum of the projectile
• t - Total trajectory time so far
• n - Current time step index
2

p
)
• T - Kinetic energy of the projectile ( 2m

• V - Total potential due to nearby atom interactions and image charge
• E - T + V, the total energy of the projectile
• near - Number of lattice sites being considered for interaction
• dt - duration of this timestep
• dr_max - Maximum positional error encountered so far

B.5

The .xyz file
Single shot mode also produces a .xyz file of the trajectory. This file contains

the positions of the lattice sites involved in the scattering as well. This file has some
additional columns beyond the conventional set for .xyz files, they are described
below.
5. x-component of the momentum
6. y-component of the momentum
7. z-component of the momentum
8. mass of the particle
9. index of the particle (useful for sorting/cleanup)
10. interaction status, 1 for currently interacting with projectile, 0 for otherwise
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Figure B.1: T, V, E vs t for a single shot trajectory, where time has been converted to
fs. This shows a quasi-double scattering event, where there are two distinct collisions
of the projectile.
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These .xyz files are not produced with a constant timestep, so directly using
them for videos is not particularly convenient. An application XYZ is produced in
/analysis when building SAFARI, this can be used to smooth out the timesteps to
produce a nicer file. More information about this can be found in Appendix C.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

11
0
Na 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
11
0.01
Na 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000
Cu 0.000

0.000
0.000
1.300
-1.300
2.600
0.000
-2.600
3.900
1.300
-1.300
-3.900

10.000 0.000 0.000
-438.140 63.989 0 1
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 63.546 1 0
-2.600 0.000 0.000 0.000 63.546 2 0
-2.600 0.000 0.000 0.000 63.546 3 0
-5.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 63.546 4 0
-5.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 63.546 5 0
-5.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 63.546 6 0
-7.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 63.546 7 0
-7.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 63.546 8 0
-7.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 63.546 9 0
-7.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 63.546 10 0

0.000
0.000
1.300
-1.300
2.600
0.000
-2.600
3.900
1.300
-1.300
-3.900

9.932 0.000
-0.000
-438.140 63.989 0 1
-0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.008 63.546 1 1
-2.600 0.000
-0.008
-0.008 63.546 2 1
-2.600 0.000 0.008
-0.008 63.546 3 1
-5.200 0.000
-0.008
-0.008 63.546 4 1
-5.200 0.000 0.000
-0.000 63.546 5 1
-5.200 0.000 0.008
-0.008 63.546 6 1
-7.800 0.000
-0.008 0.008 63.546 7 1
-7.800 0.000
-0.001 0.016 63.546 8 1
-7.800 0.000 0.001 0.016 63.546 9 1
-7.800 0.000 0.008 0.008 63.546 10 1

Listing B.5: .xyz Output File
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Appendix C

SAFARI Analysis Scripts

The content of this appendix can also be located on the readthedocs page for
SAFARI, which can be found at https://sea-safari.readthedocs.io. These analysis scripts can be located at https://github.com/SINS-Lab/SEA-SAFARI/tree/
master/analysis.

C.1

Automatic run generation
Automatic generation of SAFARI runs for specific ranges of energies or angles

can be done via the run_generator.py script. This requires safari_input.py for
managing/creating the input files. It contains a variety of command line arguments for
specifying the ranges of energies and angles, as well as a few other run parameters. If
no input file is specified, it will look for a main input file by the name template.input.
The input file will be copied from <name>.input to <name>_mod.input before copying
to the final generated input files. This means that if the run requires a .crys_in file,
it must first be renamed manually to <name>_mod.crys_in to be properly copied.
Automatic running on SAFARI for multiple input files can be done with
run_all.py. This requires the Sea-Safari executable to be in the same directory as
it, and will execute runs in the same or sub-directories. This script takes command
line arguments for the input directory (–dir) and the number of instances of SAFARI
to manage simultaneously (–count). If these arguments are not present, a prompt for
user input will be presented. This script will then run SAFARI for each input file
located in the directory, it will search these directories recursively. Note when using
–count, that each SAFARI instance can use multiple processors itself, defaulting to
5, as specified in the multi-threading considerations mentioned in Appendix D.1.1.
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C.2

Data analysis scripts
The primary data analysis script is detect_gui.py. This relies on the follow-

ing scripts:
• safari_input.py - Parses the input or dbug file, produces modified input files
• detect_processor.py - Main code for processing/producing plots
• detect_impact.py - executes a single shot SAFARI run, and opens it up in
VMD[11]
And the following libraries:
• PyQT5 - used for the actual gui itself
• matplotlib - used for plotting
• numpy - array management and vectorized mathematics
As well as the following external software:
• VMD - used to visualise single shot runs
• Sea-Safari - executable for SAFARI, should be placed in same directory as
detect_impact.py
• XYZ - executable for smoothing single shot xyz files, this is built along with
Sea-Safari, it is produced in the analysis directory.
When detect_gui.py is run, it will produce a window as seen in Figure C.1.
This contains a drop-down menu with any SAFARI run which it located, it will
search in sub-directories of the current run directory for valid input or dbug files. It
then contains 4 buttons below that, “Spectrum”, “Run All”, “Clear” and “Close”.
Selecting “Spectrum” will open the main spectrum window for the selected run, “Run
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Figure C.1: The initial Detect window.

Figure C.2: The Main spectrum window.
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All” will open this for all located runs, “Clear” will close the opened windows, and
“Close” will exit the application.
Pressing Spectrum will bring up a window as shown in Figure C.2. This
window is then used to generate the various plots discussed below, as well as to
adjust the filters for the data to read from the run.

C.2.1

Intensity vs Energy plots
This will plot Intensity vs Energy for every particle which entered the detector.

These plots are comparable to the ones produced by an electrostatic analyser (ESA)
or time of flight spectrometer (TOF) intensity vs energy plots in comparable experimental setups, and are one of the primary sets of plots for initial data comparisons.
These plots are what are generally used for confirming validity of the pair potentials
used. Examples of these plots can be seen in Figures 2.1, 3.5 and 3.6.
This plot is saved to the same directory as the data as a png file, with name
of <inputname>_spectrum_Energy_<emin>-<emax>_<res>, where <res> is eres/E0.
There is also a .txt file made of the same name, which contains the data used to
generate the plot. This text file also contains the number of detections, as well as a
kinematic factor for single scattering. The x-axis for the data in the text file ranges
from 0-1, and represents the range from 0 to E0.
SAFARI uses an initial ion beam with uniform energy and incoming angles.
This differs from the experimental setup, which generally has a Gaussian distribution
in the initial energy, and a small angular spread in the initial angles. This can be
somewhat replicated in the analysis by increasing the angular or energy width of the
detector.
It can be helpful to fit the produced plot to a small number of Gaussians,
based on the number of expected main trajectories contributing to the data. If the
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data is then also fit to the same number, the parameters for the sets of Gaussians
produced can then be used to compare the simulated spectra to the experimental
data.

C.2.2

Intensity vs Theta plots
This will plot Intensity vs Theta for every particle which entered the detector.

This can be useful for deciding which angles to use for the detector position.
This plot is saved to the same directory as the data as a png file, with name of
<inputname>_spectrum_Theta_<thmin>-<thmax>_<res>, where <res> is the width
of the detector. There is also a .txt file made of the same name, which contains
the data used to generate the plot. The first line of this file contains the number of
particles involved in the plot. The x-axis for the data in the text file ranges from
thmin to thmax.

C.2.3

Energy vs Theta plots
This produces an image of Energy vs Theta for the particles which have im-

pacted the detector. For generating these plots, it is generally advised to set the
detector width to cover the full range of angles needed, and then use the phmin and
phmax values (See Figure C.2) to restrict the plane of the detections. These plots
can be used to tune the image charge settings for the runs. Some examples of these
plots can be seen in Figures 2.3 and 3.1.
The image from this plot gets saved to the same directory as the data as a
png file, with name of:
< inputname > _spectrum_ETheta_ < emin > eV - < emax > eV_ < thmin > - < thmax >_
< phmin > - < phmax >_ < size >

where <size> is the number of bins (pixels) used for the plot. The image is
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Figure C.3: Intensity vs Theta plot, showing peak intensity around 65 degrees.
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flipped vertically with respect to the plot shown.
These plots can be used to tune the image charge for the system. This is done
via the following steps:
1. Produce a similar plot from experimental data, generally from a collection of I
vs Energy Plots
2. Plot the experimental data over the E vs Theta Plot
3. If it significantly differs, adjust the image potentials, and re-run the simulations,
larger image potentials tend to result in lower energies at higher angles
4. Repeat steps 2-3 until the agreement is acceptable

C.2.4

Theta vs Phi plots
These plots can be used to determine out-of-plane scattering properties. In

our case, this is not particularly useful, as the experimental geometry limits us to inplane scattering. These plots are included for completeness, in the case where future
experiments are done with larger area detectors.

C.2.5

Impact plots
These are the primary tools used for determining specific details as to which

trajectories are involved with specific regions of the surface. There is a variant with is
overlaid on the lattice (Impact Plot), and a variant without that background (Impact
Plot No Basis), Here we will discuss the former, as shown in Figure C.5.
The plot has 2 coloured scale bars, a mostly green one, and then a multicoloured one. The green bar (starting at 0 at the top, and going negative) represents
the colouring for the crystal used. It has circles which represent the approximate
location of the atoms in the crystal used in the scattering, and the colouring represents
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Figure C.4: Theta vs Phi plot, showing increased intensity off-plane by 15 degrees.
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Figure C.5: Impact plot, Showing the various embellishments with instructions on
generating single shot runs.
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the z-position of that atom. The multi-coloured scale represents the outgoing energy
of the detected trajectories.
The positions of the particle on the plot are the initial target coordinates
for the projectile, which are what are required for a single shot run to replicate
the trajectory. There is a cyan arrow in one corner (specific corner depends on the
direction the arrow needs to point) which indicates the horizontal projection of the
initial momentum of the projectile.
Clicking on a point will mark it as selected, and the coordinates, final energy,
and relative final energy will be displayed above the plot. Double left clicking the point
will schedule a single-shot SAFARI run at that location, which will then be smoothed
via XYZ, and then displayed in VMD, This may take a while to run depending on
the specific trajectory, as converting the timesteps to be uniform for visualisation can
take some time.
If you double right click instead, then it will colour the particles in VMD such
that the nearby (interacting) atoms to the projectile will appear differently from the
passive, non-interacting surface atoms.
If you shift-right click the atom, it will colour the sites such that any with
more than 0.05eV of kinetic energy are highlighted.
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Appendix D

Building and Running SAFARI

The content of this appendix can also be located on the readthedocs page for
safari, which can be found at https://sea-safari.readthedocs.io.

D.1

Building SAFARI
The source for SAFARI can be located at https://github.com/SINS-Lab/

SEA-SAFARI. SAFARI can be built using the following command line arguments,
which will generate the main executable, Sea-Safari in ./bin/Release/.
1 git clone https :// github . com / SINS - Lab / SEA - SAFARI . git SAFARI
2 cd SAFARI
3 make

The following executables are generated:
• Sea-Safari - the main SAFARI executable, produced in ./bin/Release/
• XYZ - used to smooth out the .xyz files produced by single shot mode, so that
the timestep is constant, produced in ./analysis/
If there are any issues with building, one might need to modify the CXXFLAGS
in makefile depending on the specific hardware.
SAFARI is written using features of C++11, so at least that or higher is
required, but otherwise only relies on the standard Libraries in C++11 and OpenMP,
so no other dependencies are required to build.

D.1.1

Multithreading Considerations
The maximum number of OpenMP threads for SAFARI is defined in safari.h,

via THREADCOUNT (default of 5), This should be adjusted according to the environment
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it is used in. XYZ has a corresponding THREADCOUNT in xyz_process.cpp (default
of 6), which is used when smoothing the outputs for use in VMD.

D.2

Running SAFARI
SAFARI is a command line application, and has no graphical user interaction.

Adaptive Grid mode does have a command-line indication of progress for the first
thermal iteration, but otherwise there is no direct progress information for the run
until it has finished running.
The first step to manually running SAFARI is to prepare the input files, as
described in Appendix A, SAFARI will produce the output files as described in Appendix B, which can be analysed as described in Appendix C.
Command line arguments for SAFARI can be found in Table 2.2, below are
some examples of running SAFARI by command line:
./ Sea - Safari -i sample -o tests / sample
./ Sea - Safari -i sample -o tests / sample -s -x 0 -y 0

The first example will use ./sample.input as the main input file, and produce
output files in ./tests/, with names starting with sample. The second example will
use the same input/output files, except will do a single shot mode run, fired at the
origin.

D.2.1

SAFARI Run Modes
SAFARI can run in the following modes:

• Monte Carlo
• Fixed Grid
• Adaptive Grid
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• Chain
• Single Shot
Most of these modes will only allow target locations inside the active selected
area. This is set by the surface ranges on lines 119 and 122 of the main input file. If
needed, a surface mask can be used to further restrict this area, and example can be
found in Listing 2.1.
Monte Carlo mode can be enabled by setting SCAT_TYPE to 666 on line 143
of the main input file. This fires particles at random location in the active area, and
will fire the number of particles specified by line 106 if the main input file.
Fixed Grid mode can be enabled by setting SCAT_TYPE to 777 on line 143 of
the main input file. Here it will raster across the active area, in steps defined by the
second parameter on lines 119 and 122 of the main input file. The trajectory number
on line 106 is ignored entirely for this run, and each particle will see a differently
thermalized surface.
Adaptive Grid mode is enabled by setting SCAT_TYPE to a number less than 100
on line 143 of the main input file. This number specifies the number of bifurcations
done by this mode. The initial grid is chosen identically to Fixed Grid mode, however
each trajectory sees the same thermalization state of the surface. The number of
thermal iterations for non-0K surfaces is specified via line 106 if the main input file.
Chain mode will fire a line of particles across the surface. This is enabled by
setting SCAT_TYPE to 888 on line 143 of the main input file. The start of the chain
is specified by the first numbers on lines 119 and 122 of the main input file, and the
end of the chain by the third numbers on those lines. The number of particles fired
is specified by line 106 if the main input file, and they are evenly distributed.
Single Shot mode is ether enabled via command line arguments (See Table 2.2)
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or by setting the number on line 106 if the main input file to 1. In this mode, a single
particle is fired at the surface, at a location either specified by the first numbers on
lines 119 and 122 of the main input file, or via command line. If SCAT_TYPE on line
143 of the main input file is 0, this mode will output the entire lattice in the xyz files,
otherwise it will only include lattice sites near to the trajectory of the projectile.
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